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Career Tip: Things Will Go Smoothly, So Seize Career Tip: Things Will Go Smoothly, So Seize 
The Opportunity!The Opportunity!

Numerous lucky stars are shining upon you this year!

This is  the perfect  time to make advancements in your

work and show everyone what you’re capable of. Do not

let  this  opportunity  get  away!  Career-wise,  the  stars

promise smooth progress in your work, to the point that

you’ll feel like you’re getting so much more done with so

much less effort. As there will be a LOT of opportunities

available for you this  year,  it’s  important to choose the

best ones for yourself carefully.

With  the lucky star  “Dragon’s  Benevolence” shining

upon you, you’ll not only be generally well-liked by your

colleagues but also be noticed by someone from a higher

position  who  will  gladly  help  you  advance  your  career.

While all these are good things, do not get overly excited

and try to climb the corporate ladder too quickly, as that

will  inevitably  show  others  your  vulnerable  points  and

make you an easy target. Slow and steady wins the game!

And  do  remember—arrogance  will  get  you  nowhere!

People  born  in  the  year  of  the  rabbit  and,  to  a  lesser

degree,  people  born  in  the  year  of  the  rooster,  will  be

great help in your career advances this year. Forge sincere

work relationships with them and your work process will

be  sped  up  in  leaps  and  bounds!  The  luckiest  career

choices for you this year are those related to “fire” and

“wood”.

Finance Tip: You’ll Be Earning A Lot! Also A Finance Tip: You’ll Be Earning A Lot! Also A 
Good Year For InvestingGood Year For Investing

Your finance fortune is looking great this year! You’ll

earn a good amount from your regular income source, and

you may also benefit lots from investing in various places.

However, don’t go all in—once you get a decent amount of

revenue, it’s better to hold back. If you bet everything you

have on one thing, you’ll very likely suffer huge losses!

2020 is also a great year for you to make investments

and even start businesses. However, remember that even

though you’ll  be  earning  more  this  year,  you’ll  also  be

spending more. Manage your finances carefully,  or your

assets will soon be gone!

Health Tip: Watch Out For Injuries, Fire And Health Tip: Watch Out For Injuries, Fire And 
RobberiesRobberies

Your health should be pretty good this  year—and it

will show in your complexion too! Pay close attention to

the  sanitary  conditions  when  eating,  and  everything
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should be fine. Take especial good care of your mouth and

digestive organs, and also be very careful when hiking or

doing water activities, as an unlucky star, Suisha, in your

chart signals possible injuries. Be extra cautious in your

home environment towards the end of the year,

and be prepared for fires or robberies. You can

never be too careful!

Relationship Tip: Love Life IsRelationship Tip: Love Life Is
Looking Up, But Don’t Play WithLooking Up, But Don’t Play With
Fire!Fire!

You’ll  be quite  popular  this  year,  with

frequent  social  events  lined  up.  This  is

the perfect chance for you to make some

new friends—which will benefit you both

in your work and private life. Your love

life is also looking up—you might find

the one this year! However, remember

not  to  play  with  fire  and  try  to  date

multiple  people  at  the  same  time.  This  will  end  up

coming back to bite you in the ass!

Sheep: Joy BringersSheep: Joy Bringers
Horses  and  sheep  are  destined  matches  in  the

Chinese zodiac, so having both of them together makes

the effect of the charm two times as strong and lasting.

The magpie, on the other hand, is known in folklore as a

messenger of good news. This charm consists of a robust

steed, a humble lamb and a magpie, making it a symbol of

joy.

For those born in the year of the sheep, you have a

year  of  amazing  luck  awaiting  you!  Expect  great

advances  in  your  career,  and  desirable

developments  in  finances  and  relationships.

This “Joy Bringers” charm, placed facing the

west (or in the west of your home/office),

will help you navigate the year of 2020

and bring you great luck.
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